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Abstract— In this paper we present for the first time a wireless self calibrating pressure sensor for biomedical applications. The proposed system consists of a piezoresistive pressure sensor implemented on a thin silicon membrane, a catheter tube and finally a protection capsule fabricated from a biocompatible polymer (PEEK). A double side flex with embedded conductors has been used to create the interconnections between the pressure sensor and the control circuit which is further connected to a wireless transceiver. The auto calibration capability of the proposed sensor enables to avoid the existing problem of drift with time and hence provides an excellent solution for long term monitoring. Moreover, the catheter of the proposed system has a reduced length of only 200mm in comparison to the 1m length for the existing wired solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intracranial Pressure (ICP) monitoring is considered to be one of the bases of modern neurointensive care. Basically, the brain parenchyma is nearly incompressible, enclosed in a non-expandable case of bone and besides it is a complex system with an equilibrium between blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) circulation[1]. When a traumatic brain injury occurs, subarachnoid haemorrhage, stroke, intracerebral, Haematoma or meningitis, this equilibrium can be break and ICP rises. Thus, secondary injury, which may cause permanent neurological damage if undetected and untreated, could be detected through monitoring the ICP value.

Historical modern way to ICP measurement is Ventricular puncture, which is composed with a catheter filled of physiological serum which connect brain ventricule to an external pressure transducers.

This technology has been develop in early 60’s and the main drawback is the risk of intracranial infection during prolonged pressure measurements (more than 5days). At the end of 70’s, a new type of sensor appears, catheter-tip transducer, which allows intra parenchymental monitoring and, with using of cranial bolt, reduces morbidity due to septic risk. Two technologies are used today, the first is based on a flexible diaphragm placed at the tip of a narrow optical fiber catheter. Light is reflected off the diaphragm and these changes in light intensity are interpreted in terms of pressure. The second transducer consists of a miniature solid state pressure sensor mounted in a very small titanium case at the tip of a 100 cm long flexible nylon tube. The transducer tip contains a silicon microchip with diffused piezoresistive strain gauges which are connected by wires in the nylon tube to complete a Wheatstone bridge type circuit. The main limitation of a catheter-tip transducer is that it is not possible to calibrate it in situ and it should be replaced or recalibrate if monitoring is longer than five days, because of possible drift [2,3].

A cranial bolt is necessary to fix catheter in skull and make sealing, not for pressure, but for limit septic risk, and prevent infection to gain CSF which is not protected by immunity system.

Next sections will present a new generation of catheter-tip transducer which try to overcome to main drawbacks of catheter-tip sensor. This new sensors is based on solid state pressure sensor coupled with an electrostatic actuator which allows in situ calibration. Besides this sensor is connected to an electronic with wireless ability to remove wires between ICP monitor and patient’s head.

II. INTEGRATED SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1. Classic ICP sensor in use (left) and 3D model of the proposed wireless sensor (right)

Figure 1 presents a 3D model of the proposed wireless catheter-tip sensor. As can be shown, the system consists of four main components; a silicon pressure sensor, a capsule, a catheter tube and the interconnections. A piezoresistive pressure sensor has been implemented on a thin silicon
membrane in order to convert the pressure into an electrical signal. A tiny polymer capsule is used in order to package the pressure sensor. A double side flex with embedded conductors has been used to create the interconnections between the pressure sensor and the control circuit which is further connected to a wireless transceiver (fig.1.b). A flexible polyamide has been used in order to fabricate the catheter tube through which the interconnections will go. Finally a new ergonomic package has been implemented in order to enclose the catheter, the control circuitry and the wireless transceiver. The catheter of the proposed system (fig.1.a) has a diameter of 3.5French (1.16mm) and a reduced length of only 200mm in comparison to a 1m length for the existing wired systems.

The proposed wireless catheter-tip sensor can be inserted easily through the cranial bone and meninges into the brain parenchyma in order to measuring the ICP. The main goal from the proposed system is twofold. First, in contrast with the existing wired sensors, the wireless capability of the proposed sensor enables the patient to move freely for any other medical inspections. Second, the usage of the biocompatible polymer (PEEK) in the fabrication of the cranial bolt (fig.1.c).

Figure 2. A finished piezoresistive pressure sensor after the passivation step.

As seen from figure 2, the proposed ICP sensor consists of an absolute piezoresistive pressure sensor[4,5] and an electrostatic actuator[6,7]. Two silicon electrodes have been used in order to implement the electrostatic actuator. The bulk silicon reassembles the bottom electrode and is used as a vacuum reference while the membrane itself has been used as the top electrode.

The pressure sensor has been implemented through the direct bonding between two wafers; a standard silicon substrate and an SOI wafer. Eight-mask process has been used in order to fabricate the sensor as shown in fig. 3 and involves direct-bonding and ion implantation techniques. The fabrication process starts with a standard 4”, n-type, (100) and 4-6Ω.cm resistivity wafers. The first step is to grow a 2µm thick thermal silicon dioxide layer (fig.3.a) which defines the reference cavity depth. Then, the first mask is used in order to pattern a cavity with 300µm x 300µm dimensions through BHF wet etching (fig.3.b). Basically, the cavity pattern defines the dimensions of the pressure sensor’s membrane. Another oxide layer is then thermally grown over both the processed standard silicon substrate as well as the SOI wafer (n-type, (100) and 4-6Ω.cm resistivity) in order to electrically isolate the bottom and top electrodes that form the electrostatic actuator. Then, both wafers are direct bonded under vacuum (at least 10⁻⁵mbar) to create the pressure sensor’s reference cavity and electrostatic actuator(fig.3.c). The bulk of the SOI wafer is then etched using the KOH in order to release the membrane (fig.3.d). The main purpose from using the SOI wafer is to control accurately the membrane thickness which is fixed to be 5µm. The buried oxide layer of the SOI wafer is then wet etched using BHF. In order to access bulk which is the bottom electrode, Reactive ion etch has been used on the 5µm silicon layer followed by a BHF wet etching (fig.1.e). This is followed by growing a 50nm oxide layer(fig.3.f). Ion implantation is then used in order to create the strain gages (P), interconnection between gages (P++) and the contact zone of the membrane and the electrodes (N++)(fig.3.g). Next step is to open contact areas in silicon dioxide layer and this is followed by a deposition and patterning of 100nm/800nm titanium-gold layer (fig.3.h) to have a connection with the Wheatstone bridge, electrostatic actuator and temperature sensor. Then the fabricated structure is passivated using a 1µm thick SU-8 photoresist which is well known to be compliant with many levels of the iso 10993 biocompatibility standard [8,9]. Finally, the back side of the standard wafer is grinded and the final structure is diced. At this step, the pressure sensor is finished and is ready to be packaged as will be explained in the next section. The pressure sensor has dimension of 2000µm length, 690µm width and 200µm thick and the sensitivity is between 30-40µV/V/mmHg.
The direct bonding step is considered to be the most critical step in the proposed fabrication process. For a reliable bonding, wafers surfaces which have to be bonded must be well cleaned and activated [10, 11]. In order to remove all photoresist residuals, wafers are cleaned with Piranha solution (3:1 Sulfuric Acid: Hydrogen Peroxide) for 10 min and then they are rinsed in DI water and finally dried in N2 atmosphere. Besides, in order to improve the bonding energy, wafers are activated in RCA1 solution for 10 min followed by rinsing and drying in N2 as well. Then the wafers are initially direct bonded in a wafer bonder in vacuum at 200°C. Finally, the direct bonding step is completed by annealing the wafers at 1100°C for two hours under nitrogen flow.

The proposed pressure sensor is based on the well known silicon piezoresistive phenomena and makes use of the classic Wheatstone bridge concept. The sensitivity curve of the proposed sensor is presented in Fig.4. As can be seen, the relation between the applied pressure and the measured differential voltage is quite linear. Besides, the sensor features a sensitivity of around 35µm/V/mmHg for a range of 0-150mmHg.

One important advantage of the proposed pressure sensor is the in-situ auto-calibration. This is done basically through applying a voltage between the electrostatic actuator’s electrodes which results in a controlled membrane displacement. This displacement is further converted into a specific reference pressure which is controlled through the applied voltage. The basic operation of the auto-calibration process is shown in Fig. 5 where the reference pressure is controlled by the applied voltage.

The measured voltage signal and the corresponding pressure values versus time for a generated electrostatic pressure through applying a square wave signal of 1.25Hz and 20V amplitude.

Fig. 6 presents a 3D model of the proposed pressure sensor focusing on the catheter tip. As shown, the pressure sensor is mounted on the tip of a catheter in order to be inserted directly into intra parenchymal space. Thanks to the wireless transceiver, the catheter length is reduced to only 200mm. A double side flexible printed circuit board (PCB) with eight conductors has been used to create the interconnections between the control circuit on a side and the pressure sensor, an electrostatic actuator and a temperature sensor on the other side. The flexible PCB (fig.6.b) has four connections on each side and has a 200mm length, 690µm width, 100 µm thick and 140 µm Conductors’ pitch. The four top conductors have been used to connect the Wheatstone bridge using wire bonding (ball or wedge bonding). Then, two bottom conductors have been used to connect the electrostatic actuator electrodes while the remaining two conductors are used to connect to the

---

**IV. CATHETER TIP PACKAGING**

---

Fig. 6 presents a 3D model of the proposed pressure sensor focusing on the catheter tip. As shown, the pressure sensor is mounted on the tip of a catheter in order to be inserted directly into intra parenchymal space. Thanks to the wireless transceiver, the catheter length is reduced to only 200mm. A double side flexible printed circuit board (PCB) with eight conductors has been used to create the interconnections between the control circuit on a side and the pressure sensor, an electrostatic actuator and a temperature sensor on the other side. The flexible PCB (fig.6.b) has four connections on each side and has a 200mm length, 690µm width, 100 µm thick and 140 µm Conductors’ pitch. The four top conductors have been used to connect the Wheatstone bridge using wire bonding (ball or wedge bonding). Then, two bottom conductors have been used to connect the electrostatic actuator electrodes while the remaining two conductors are used to connect to the
passive temperature sensor. The mentioned bottom four connections have been realized with flip chip bonding based on Au studbumps and epoxy underfill [12]. The resistance of the Wire bonding, Flip Chip bonding and the total interconnection line is 142mΩ, 58mΩ, 4730mΩ respectively.

The capsule (fig.6.c) which contains the pressure sensing element is fixed at the catheter tip using a biocompatible epoxy adhesive. The Capsule itself is made from biocompatible polymer (PEEK) while the Catheter (fig.6.a) is made from a biocompatible polyamide (PA11) tube with 195mm length, 0.8 mm inner diameter and 1.16mm outer diameter. Afterwards, the flexible PCB is inserted inside the catheter and the pressure sensing element (fig.6.d) is positioned inside capsule. Then, the sensing element as well as the capsule and the catheter are sealed with a biocompatible silicone adhesive (fig.6.e). Finally, at the other end of catheter, the flexible PCB is fixed and wire bonded to a classic PCB where the control circuit as well as the wireless transceiver is fixed inside a cranial bolt.

Figure 7. The catheter-tip packaging.

V. CONCLUSION
A new concept of self calibrating pressure sensor has been proposed and verified experimentally. The dynamic calibration capability of the proposed sensor makes it of great importance for biomedical implantable pressure sensors considering that the long term drift is being avoided. Besides, a catheter tip packaging which is compliant with the biocompatibility standard (iso 10993) has been fabricated and proved to be an enabling technology for the in-vivo evaluation. This work is being resumed through the development of embedded wireless transceiver as well as the fabrication of a new cranial bolt in order to be used in ICP measurement.
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